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A few years ago, Jason Wiggins (now a Sr. Systems Engineer with JMP, formerly a coworker at US 

Synthetic) and I had an idea that we could take our entire Problem-Solving Curriculum, and package it 

into a JMP add-in. The thought at the time was that it would provide a simple, single source for all the 

learning material for students. I also thought it would be a good challenge for me to build the add-in, as 

it would no doubt improve my abilities to build interactive content with JMP. The add-in proved 

successful on both counts—the content is useful for learners, and I learned a ton along the way. This 

paper, along with the accompanying journal, serve to document how to create this type of add-in, while 

also documenting lessons learned along the way, mirroring the presentation given at JMP Discovery 

2019 in Tucson. 

Notes: JMP version 14.3.0 is used for this presentation and paper. Also, the paper is presented as if I 

spent all my time developing just one very simple lesson accompanied by some very sparse scripts. Pride 

compels me to mention that the curriculum developed was much larger in scope, and the scripts shown 

had feedback to users, more comments, etc. In short, this presentation is simplified to focus only on the 

salient points, and to squeeze into 45 minutes, including questions at the end. 

What is a Curriculum Add-In? 
A simple definition I’d use for a curriculum add-in is “a series of lessons, in a self-contained system.” 

Breaking that down into its constituent parts, “a series of lessons” would include things like reading 

assignments, instructions, interactive content, and homework assignments. The “self-contained system” 

portion of this definition means that the add-in includes things like menu item entries, version support, 

and a way to deploy the add-in to anyone who needs it. 

Building a Simple Lesson 
Let’s imagine that I need to build a lesson on hypothesis tests. This lesson needs to include a reading 

assignment (as a .pdf file), an interactive demo (why is 30 the magic number for sample size?), and a 

way to email the instructor the answers to some homework questions. I’ll start by building the 

framework journal: Ctrl+J opens a new journal; right click…Add Text Item…then adding the text as 

shown below gets us a very rough outline. 

 



Interactive Demo 
Starting with the interactive part, I wanted to show why n=30 is usually acceptable, visually. I coould do 

this by making a dynamic graph including sample size, calculated standard deviation, and standard 

deviation confidence intervals. Something that looks like the chart below: 

 

In order to build this chart, I needed to construct a table that looks something like this: 

 

I already knew how to build a table with 100 rows of random data from the normal distribution, so I can 

do that fairly quickly: Ctrl+N for new table; Rename “Column 1” to “Data”; right-click column 

header…formula…type “random” in filter and select “Random Normal ()”; hit “OK”; Rows…Add 

Rows…100…”OK”. This gives me the data table shown below: 



 

To finish this table, I had to learn a few things. I needed to learn how to calculate a “running” mean, 

“running” standard deviation, and “running” standard deviation confidence limits. I started by googling 

“jmp running average column” and stumbled onto the 2nd result, which is an article on the JMP 

community website titled “Easy moving average using Summation function.” Scrolling through this, I 

learned that it wasn’t exactly what I was looking for—this provided a way to do moving averages, and I 

wanted a cumulative average. However, I did learn that JMP has a Summation function. That might 

come in handy later. 

My second google search (jmp cumulative average column) proved more fruitful. In the 2nd search 

result, Peter Bartell from JMP showed, that JMP has the built-in ability to do a cumulative sum, using the 

“New Formula Column” tools. This new formula column got me half way there; now I just needed to 

divide by the row number to get a cumulative mean. 

There are at least 2 methods of doing this. First, I could have just made a new column and, in the 

Column Info dialog box, initialized the data as a sequence to get rows numbered from 1 to 100. This felt 

a bit clunky, so I looked for a harder more elegant way. To find this more elegant way, I searched the 

scripting index for “Row” and restricted the search results to show just functions. “N Row ()” seemed 

promising but wasn’t quite what I wanted. However, “Row ()” says that it “returns the current row in a 

data table.” A quick experiment of creating a new column in my data table with the formula “Row ()” 

confirmed that this worked. Now, to make a cumulative mean column, I just needed to divide the 

cumulate mean column by the row() function (see pic below). 
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Next up is cumulative standard deviation. At this point, I’m at least 91.3% of the way there, since I know 

what the cumulative mean is, how to reference my current row (n in the formula for standard 

deviation), and that there’s a summation () function in JMP. There were, however, 2 things to figure 

while entering the formula. First, I had to change the “N Rows ()” to “Row ()” so the column would only 

sum up to the current row. Second, instead of leaving the column “Data” as is, I had to change it to 

“Data[i]” so that the summation formula would calculate the standard deviation correctly. See below for 

the final version of the formula. 

 

Finding and entering the formulas for the standard deviation confidence limits proved a bit more 

difficult. My google-fu failed, and I had to resort to looking at my library of stats books. Implementing Six 

Sigma, by Forrest Breyfogle III, has an excellent index, and I found the formula for standard deviation 

confidence intervals on page 413. The next roadblock, though, was figuring out which JMP function to 

use between ChiSquare Density (), ChiSquare Distribution (), and ChiSquare Quantile (). There was no 

easy way out of this—I had to, gasp, read the entries in the JMP Documentation Library to figure out 

which was which. It turns out, ChiSquareQuantile () was what I was looking for, and the formulas are 

below. 

,  

I was now ready to make the graph. Using the Graph Builder, I put the cumulative standard deviation 

and both confidence limit columns into the Y space. There’s a problem here, though. I need to graph this 

by row, and since I took the elegant route before, I don’t have a column with row number that I can drag 

to the X axis. Full of regret and beginning to question why I ever chose the elegant route, I considered 

backtracking and making a column with sequence data. However, in a moment of clarity, I right clicked 

on “Data” in the column selector and saw that I could create a row() column in the graph builder. Crisis 

averted; X Axis created. Switching to a line graph, then right-clicking on the line colors in the legend 



allowed me to change the colors (black for cumulative standard deviation; red for confidence limits). 

Right click on the X axis, I could add a reference line at 30, and just like that, my graph was done. 

 

The only things remaining for making this into an interactive demo were a) making it into a script, and b) 

making it, well, interactive. My plan was to do this all in one step. Essentially, I needed a script that 

included the whole data table I’d just made, then would pullup the graph in a window. The window also 

had to include some sort of refresh button. Graphically, I needed a script that looked like this: 

 

Creating a skeleton script (below) would allow me to copy/paste both the data table script (red triangle 

on data table…Copy Table Script…then paste into appropriate location in the script) and the graph script 

(red triangle on graph…Save Script…To Clipboard…then paste into appropriate location). This script was 



runnable, and it gave me a window with my graph and a completely useless “Refresh” button. Time to 

learn how to make JMP refresh columns. 

 

To learn how to tell JMP to refresh formulas, I searched the Scripting Index for “refresh,” “update,” 

“calculate,” and finally “formulas,” since what I really wanted was for JMP to recalculate formulas in the 

data table. The Rerun Formulas () function was exactly what I needed.  

 

Placing this into the script (above) gave me the exact functionality I needed. Now I had an interactive 

demo that could show students that, while they might get away some of the time with a smaller sample 

size, sooner or later they’d get burned. See below for example: 

 

Using the Add-In Folder 
The next step in building this lesson involves making any files that the lesson needs available to the end 

user. I can’t just save the files on my computer and reference them in the journal; other people can’t 

access my computer. I could have saved all the files to a network location, but that basically defeats the 

purpose of a “self-contained system.” I checked the Scripting Index again, looking for the path that add-



ins use. Searching for “path” led me to the “Get Path ()” function, which showed how to reference the 

sample data in JMP. Surely, the method for accessing data in an add-in must be similar.  

 

Googling “jmp $SAMPLE_DATA,” the first result yielded a jackpot, and even included an example. 

 

The next series of events was kind of a chicken and egg problem: the links in the lesson must reference 

the location in the add-in, but the add-in isn’t built yet. Luckily, this wasn’t too big of a hurdle, and I 

solved it by basically building the add-in twice—once to add the files, and second time to add the 

journal, after I had verified that the links worked. The first time I built the add-in (File…New…Add-in), I 

gave the Add-In Name “test” and the Add-In ID: “com.my.test” then added the files that I wanted to 

reference (Sample Reading.pdf and Stdev Demo.jsl). Once I had saved and installed this mini-version of 

https://www.google.com/search?q=jmp+$SAMPLE_DATA
https://www.google.com/search?q=jmp+$SAMPLE_DATA
http://www.jmp.com/china/support/help/13-2/JSG_TypesOfData_4.shtml
http://www.jmp.com/china/support/help/13-2/JSG_TypesOfData_4.shtml


the Add-in, I was able to go back to the journal I had created, and add script buttons to call up the files 

from the add-in. There’s a picture of the lesson journal and the scripts for each of the buttons below: 

 

Now, I was ready to save this lesson journal, and make it part of the add-in (I’d get to the email portion 

later). To do this, I re-opened the add-in that I had saved by using File…Open…Selecting 

test.jmpaddin…Little triangle on Open button…Using Add-In Builder. Opening it this way let me edit the 

add-in, instead of (re)installing the add-in, which is the default action when opening an add-in. Using the 

Add-In Builder, I added the lesson journal with its links. 

The only thing remaining to make this a self-contained system was to make a way for users to call up 

this lesson. Since the journal itself resides within the add-in, it can be called up the same way as any 

other file that the add-in has. The Add-In Builder contains a section called Menu Items, with which I 

created a new command to run a script to open the lesson journal that I saved into the add-in. Saving 

the add-in again also installed it (by default), and I was able to use the Add-Ins menu to pull up my 

lesson. Chicken and egg problem complete! 

Emailing Homework 
Of course, I still needed a method to allow students to email homework. Fortunately, the scripting index 

told me that JMP has a mail() function that can send email. The email can even be pre-typed and include 

attachments. Unfortunately, the mail() function doesn’t have a way—that I could find—to delay the 

actual sending of the email, which meant that I couldn’t use this function to pull up a set of questions in 

an email, have the student respond to the questions, and hit “send” to complete their homework. 

JMP does have a web() function, though. This function does anything the internet can do, and I know the 

internet can send emails. Some googling led me to the “mailto” protocol for HTML, and googling “mailto 

https://www.google.com/search?q=mailto+generator
https://www.google.com/search?q=mailto+generator
https://www.google.com/search?q=mailto+generator


generator” led me to mailto.co.uk, which basically gives me what I wanted: something to paste into the 

web() function in JMP (see below); 

 

Running this command in JMP worked perfectly. I got an email to popup in my email program, which I 

could edit before sending, but for which I didn’t need to edit addresses or titles, etc. This would be easy 

for both students and instructors to use. 

 

Version Update Process 
Along with a new version of the lesson journal that now had email capabilities, I had improved the script 

for the standard deviation demo—little things, like adding a title, formatting the axes, making the data 

table invisible, adding text the to demo, etc. I could do exactly what I did before (add the files, then save 

and install the add-in), but I knew this wasn’t the end of the improvements to be made to this lesson (or, 

in fact, to the add-in), so I needed a way to have the add-in automatically update itself if a new version 

was released. The first step was very similar to what I had done previously: I opened the add-in using the 

Add-In Builder, added the updated files, changed the version to 1.1, then after de-selecting “Install after 

Save,” I saved it. This meant that I had version 1.0 installed, but I had access to the file that contained 

version 1.1. All I needed was a script that would check which version was installed against the version in 

this file, then install the newer version if it was available. 

Using scripting to find the installed version of an add-in proved to be the most difficult portion of this 

entire endeavor. After I figured it out, the solution was dead-simple. I began by using the Scripting Index 

https://www.google.com/search?q=mailto+generator
https://www.google.com/search?q=mailto+generator
http://www.mailto.co.uk/
http://www.mailto.co.uk/


and looking up the term “addin,” which led me to the Get Addin() function. According to the Scripting 

Index, Get Addin() returns “a registered add-in specified by its ID.” I was confident this was the direction 

I needed to go, but I didn’t know what to do with the add-in, once I had it, to make it tell me which 

version it was. I read the topic help for Get Addin(), and read through the “Add Ins” section of the 

Scripting Guide, but that didn’t really help me beyond learning that the add-in that Get Addin() returns is 

a “scriptable object.” If what I have is a “scriptable object,” then that must mean that the object can be 

sent scripts (otherwise, it wouldn’t be scriptable, right?). I knew the way to send messages to objects in 

JMP is by using the “<<” syntax, but I didn’t know what to put after the “<<” to make it tell me the 

version. So, I turned again to google, first looking for “jmp list of messages for objects,” then refining my 

search to “jmp scriptable objects.” The first link of this second search told me that  the Show 

Properties() function “lists the messages that can be sent to a scriptable object.” Armed with this, I ran a 

little experiment with Show Properties() to see what messages I could send to my add-in, hoping one of 

the messages would have something to do with the version: 

 

The 4th line down is “Version.” Could it be this simple? Running dummyvar << version; returned “1” 

in the log, and I knew I had figured it out. 

Next up was finding a way to know what version of the add-in was available to be installed. I chose brute 

force for this, by just creating a data table with 1 column (“Version”) and one row (“1.1”) and saving is as 

“version.jmp”. I could easily enough save this on a network drive (or my desktop, for the sake of the 

Discovery presentation), open the file via script and look at the value in the first row to find what the 

most up to date version is. After that, if the version available was newer than the currently installed 

version, I could install the newer version using the open() function in JMP. This script could either be put 

https://www.jmp.com/support/help/14-2/find-messages-for-objects.shtml
https://www.jmp.com/support/help/14-2/find-messages-for-objects.shtml


in as a menu item, or it could be part of the Start-Up Script portion in the Add-In Builder. See below for 

the entire script: 

 

Conclusion 
More than just being something cool that a person can do with JMP, the curriculum add-in has had 

many positive impacts to our organization. Having all the materials at hand, including a richness of 

interactive content and a way to “wrap everything together” has made the learning experience for 

students much more complete, and has allowed students to move much higher into the levels of 

understanding in Bloom’s Taxonomy before showing up for class, which means that the class can focus 

on moving students even higher in the taxonomy. Having all the curriculum contained in one spot has 

also allowed students to get a quick refresher any time they want, rather than scheduling time to sit 

down with an instructor. This increase in learning and understanding has allowed our organization to 

move from having just a few people that can instruct the class to having many people that instruct the 

class. Without having made this add-in, I’m confident that our organization would not have as much 

deep understanding of problem solving as we currently do.  

Knowledge is Power—Francis Bacon. 
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